NOMINATIONS

The Nominating Committee, which was elected by mail ballot of A&S voting members on November 13, 2003, has submitted the following slate of candidates for election by the voting members of the School to membership on the various councils and boards. Names may be added to this list by written petition of at least twenty A&S faculty members, provided the petition is in the hands of the A&S Dean, 917 Cathedral of Learning, not later than February 27, 2004. After that date a ballot for election to the councils and boards will be distributed to the A&S voting membership.

Divisions:

H = Humanities
N = Natural Sciences
S = Social Sciences

Nominees for the
ARTS AND SCIENCES COUNCIL (A&S COUNCIL)
(3 members to be elected, one each in the Humanities, Natural Sciences, and Social Sciences divisions for a 3-year term):

H: Akin Euba (Music)
H: Vladimir Padunov (Slavic Languages and Literatures)
N: Peter Siska (Chemistry)
N: Frank Tabakin (Physics and Astronomy)
S: William Chase (History)
S: Nicole Constable (Anthropology)

Nominees for the
ARTS AND SCIENCES UNDERGRADUATE COUNCIL (A&S-UC)
(3 members to be elected, one each in the Humanities, Natural Sciences, and Social Sciences divisions for a 3-year term):

H: Michael Morrill (Studio Arts)
H: Anne Weis (History of Art and Architecture)
N: Patrick Card (Neuroscience)
N: Thomas Metzger (Mathematics)
S: Jack Ochs (Economics)
S: Jennifer Victor (Political Science)

Nominees for the
ARTS AND SCIENCES GRADUATE COUNCIL (A&S-GC)
(3 members to be elected, one each in the Humanities, Natural Sciences, and Social Sciences divisions for a 2-year term):

H: Marcia Landy (English)
H: Andrew Weintraub (Music)
N: Lewis Jacobson (Biological Sciences)
N: Daniel Mossé (Computer Science)
S: Lisa Brush (Sociology)
S: Mark Hallerberg (Political Science)

Nominees for the
UNIVERSITY COUNCIL ON GRADUATE STUDY
(1 member to be elected from the Humanities division for a 2-year term):

H: Marianne Novy (English)
H: Paolo Palmieri (History and Philosophy of Science)

Nominees for the
HONORS COLLEGE ADVISORY BOARD
(3 members to be elected, one each in the Humanities, Natural Sciences, and Social Sciences divisions for a 2-year term):

H: Francesca Savoia (French and Italian Languages and Literatures)
H: Alison Stones (History of Art and Architecture)
N: Adrian Michael (Chemistry)
N: David Turnshek (Physics and Astronomy)
S: Jonathan Harris (Political Science)
S: Jonathan Scott (History)
Nominees for the **COLLEGE OF GENERAL STUDIES COUNCIL (CGSC)** (1 member to be elected from the Humanities division for a 2-year term):

H: John Lyne (Communication)
H: John Lyon (Germanic Languages and Literatures)

Nominees for the **ACADEMIC INTEGRITY REVIEW BOARD** (2 members and two alternates to be elected—non-division specific—for 2-year terms):

H: Stephen Carr (English)
H: Hermann Herlinghaus (Hispanic Languages and Literatures)
H: Adam Shear (Religious Studies)
N: Frank Beatrous (Mathematics)
N: Julie Fiez (Psychology)
N: Linda Rinaman (Neuroscience)
S: Emmanuel Anise (Africana Studies)
S: Robert Drennan (Anthropology)
S: Thomas Schott (Sociology)

Nominees for the **ARTS AND SCIENCES PLANNING AND BUDGETING COMMITTEE (A&S-PBC)*** (1 member to be elected from the Social Sciences division for a 3-year term):

S: Evelyn Rawski (History)
S: Alberta Sbragia (Political Science)

*directly elected faculty only—A&S Council also elects three faculty members

The University of Pittsburgh, as an educational institution and as an employer, values equality of opportunity, human dignity, and racial/ethnic and cultural diversity. Accordingly, the University prohibits and will not engage in discrimination or harassment on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, ancestry, sex, age, marital status, familial status, sexual orientation, disability, or status as a disabled veteran or a veteran of the Vietnam era. Further, the University will continue to take affirmative steps to support and advance these values consistent with the University’s mission. This policy applies to admissions, employment, and access to and treatment in University programs and activities. This is a commitment made by the University and is in accordance with federal, state, and/or local laws and regulations.
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